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This is the Story about mobilitymanagmenent for companies
in the Frankfurt RhineMain‐Region...
And how we are going to measure
the impacts and effects of our activities.
The story is based upon a project, which has been done
with support of the collegues from the
Technical University of Hamburg Harburg and the ILS – Dortmund.
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Up to 3,5 million people are living in our Region
More than one million commuters are travelling two their
workplaces per day.
Nearly 60% of them are using their own car.
The big cities within the region like
frankfurt, darmstadt, mainz and wiesbaden are characterised by a
high densitiy of workplaces.
So the average trip distance to is twentysix kilometers one way, but up to 20 %
commute more than fifty kilometers.

Why focussing on Mobility Management?
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That is the daily situation of most of our commuters
at their way two work:
•Congested roads
•crowded trains
•Pulks of pedestrians
•High energy costs
Whith all the negative impacts for our cities, Like noise, air pollution, safety issues and
at the end also negative impacts on the quality of life in our cities.

How to improve Mobility Management?
www.ivm‐rheinmain.de
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To improve sustainable mobility in our region, In 2005
the cities and counties and the states of hessen an rheinlandpfalz
established the Integrated Transport and mobilitymanagement – short ivm
to develop and implement a region wide mobilitymanagement.
Today – we are the regional focal point for mobilitymanagement
and in that case we are running a programm on mobilitymanagement for companies
succesfully.

Starting Point…
April 2010
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In 2009 the federal ministry of environment set up the effizient‐mobil programme,
which funded fifteen regions in building up regional networks on mobilitymanagement.
This allowed us to enforce our regional strategy on
Mobilitymanagement for companies and to improve our Mobilitymanagmenttoolbox.
9 Companies located in Frankfurt RheinMain with 18.000 Employees
got free Mobilitymangement consultance to create showcases for
the possible effects of succesfull implemented Mobilitymanamgment‐Concepts.
But …. How to cover the whole region with thousands of employers?

Training Workshop Concept
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So we decided to set up a regional programm for companies,
which trains their staff how to come up with a mobilitymangement‐concept,
gives support in analysing their specific mobility needs and helps to define suitable
measures and results in a common certificate from the local chamber of commerce.
The core aspect of the programm is a close interaction between
the companies and local and regional administration
for all kind of transportation issues.
Therefore, local networks are directly involved in the whole
workshop process.
To cover the whole region, up to five or six local programms
needs to be set up and have to be part of local transport,
environmental and economic strategies.

Whom and how to convince?
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A fixed budget (especially from the public) as well as political support are
essential to continue with this succesful work.
And one of the most important key successfactor of his mobilitymanagement approach
is the support from the strategic and political level.
So you need strong arguments –
first to make mobilitymanagement „sexy“ for local politicians
and decisionmakers and
second to show the relevance for the companies.
And you need an idea and plan of where to start and how to get in
contact with the right companies ‐
remember, we know from more than 4000 employers in our region.

Starting point…..
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To find a starting point,
we thought about to focus first
at sites with good conditions for mobilitymangement.
•So our first step was,
to have a regional screening of all companie‐sites,
•to classify them concerning their conditions for different categories of
•Mobilitymanagement and
•then to set up a road map.
Beside this screening we set up a model to estimate
the possible effects and impacts of a full implementation of
mobilitymanagement at company‐ sites with good conditions.
And thats the second chapter of the story –
how to set up the model and how to get all the data you need –
Believe us – that was the most difficult point…like always ☺

Site – classification…
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First, let me tell you about our site‐classification:
The main aim of the screening is to have a map,
describing the conditions and circumstances at the different sites.
We used a scale of five categories
from very suitable to not suitable.
The classification‐ criterias we defined are mostly experience‐based –
As you know – there only few empirical data and evaluated exemples
available.
We take into account process‐oriented aspects as well as
transport‐ and accessibility aspects.
This way, we can get an impression of how easy (or difficult)
it would be to adress companies and to implement
mobility‐mangement measures and how effective these may be.

Criterias and indicators…..
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It is obvious that it makes a difference if you have to work with
One or two big companies with thousands of employees at one site or
whether you have to deal with lots of
middle sized or small companies.
In most cases we also found a mixture of public sector administration
and the private sector companies.
And – believe me –
the way of decisionmaking is quite different.

Criterias and indicators…
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Also the kind of proffession and the level of qualification is
an important criteria for a successful implementation of
mobilitymanagement.
We found, for example,
that high educated stuff is more openminded towards
new forms of mobility,
Also ‐ on average their activity area
is wider than those of blue collar employees.
You can imagine, that it is nearly impossible to get all this information
about the stuff structure from all our companies.
Therefore we used the business sectors as indicator and validated it
by the knowledge of the local staff of the
public business development agencies.

Transportation and Accessability…
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The second aspect covers the transportation issues.
Sites with positive requests are characterised by
good access to the local and regional public transport system
combined with a high service quality
integrated locations especially with good access to bicycle networks
Difficult parking situaiton
To cover all this transportation and accessability issues
we used our GIS‐based analysis‐tool, which allows a combination of
transport network‐analysis and structural‐analysis.

Screening results…
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In detail we identified nearly three hundred relevant working sites
with almost 1.900 employers.
That covers two third of the relevant sites in our whole region.
The result of the screening shows, that
nearly 45 % of them have good conditions for a successful
implementation of Mobilitymangement,
But with a mobilitymanagementconcept at these sites,
60% of the employers and commuters can be covered.
Nearly 45 % have some restrictions, but are partially suitable.
In addition with a focus on tailor made concepts,
another 25% of employees can be reached.

Modelling effects…
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This must cause effects!
So – if we assume that mobilitymanagement has been fully
implemented…
we can use our regional transportation model to estimate
the modal‐split changes and the average trip distances
for each mode and the different sites.
We raqn the model for two scenarios
with and without Mobilitymanagement
and got interesting results….

Results…
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One of 5 car‐trips can be substituted by an alternative mode.
As we told you before,
different qualification levels and branches have specific average
trip rates.
Taking those specific rates into account,
we estimated a reduction of twenty five percent of the
daily travelled kilometers.
The average trip‐distance by car and day and employee at this sites
could be reduced from 26 km to 19 km.
Related to environmental goals, this results in a possible
CO2‐REduction of more than 150.000 tons per year.

The Commuter‘s benefit!
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It is obvious that we also have some benenfits for the commuters…
They will have less costs for their daily work trip.
The reduction of the average daily trip rate implies sums up to average
1.700 kilometers per year and employee
and a cost benefit of 220,‐‐ Euro for each employee.
But image, only one forth will switch to another mode,
so the real cost benefit for those commuters will be much more higher.
And this might be a strong argument for changing behaviour…

The end is the starting point…..
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So we think that we
we have found enough arguments to carry on with our regional
mobilitymanagment programm.
But know we are still at the point were we came from:
Where and how to continue?
How to get in contact with the companies?
And how to run the workshop programm in all parts of our Region?

Spinning networks….
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Our task is now:
Expand the network und establish subregional – local networks
Motivate and include important players and stakeholders
as multiplicators and communicators
Especially local chambers of commerce
Use different programms and activities
with a focus on sustainabilty or climate protection
Get in contact with managementconsultancies
to establish the mobilitymangement approach
as part of their portfolio
Our certificate is the first step….

Mobility‐Management‐Label!
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The label includes strong criterias concerning two steps:
First, we confirm that the company has developped
a tailor made concept based on a qualified analysis.
A road map for implemetation is set up and
internal responsibilities are defined.
After three years a re‐certifcation is necessary
– the certificate is not exttended atuomatically!
It focus on the sucessful implementation of the
defined Mobilitymanagement‐Measures.
This process is done by the chamber of commerce and it will
be awarded by the mayor or landlord.

The next generation‘s problem…

Mobility
Management
2050
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And if we have been succesful…
This would be the next generations problem
for a mobilitymanagement 2030!
Thank you for your attention.

